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Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
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Introduction

A problem of interest in the design of simulators is the development
of a design criteria such that the simulators can be adjusted untll they

emulate real world situations. In this paper such a design criteria is

obtained to compare two simulators and evaluate their equivalence

or credibility. In the subsequent analysis the comparison of two simulators

can be considered as the same problem as the comparison of a real world
situation and a slmulatlon's representation of this real world situation.

The design crlter_a developed here involves modeling of the human

operator and defining simple parameters to describe his behavior in the sim-

ulator and in the real world situation. In the process of obtaining
human operator parameters to define characteristics to evaluate slmulators_
measures are also obtained on these human operator characteristics which can

be used to describe the human as an information processor and controller.
Such modellng is motivated by the work of Fitts [1], Senders [2], Verplank

[3], and others. First a study is conducted on the simulator design problem

in such a manner that this modeling approach can be used to develop a
criteria for the comparison of two simulators.

Symbols

ST(t) Stick response of the human operator,

_(t) The Kalman filter's best estimate of ST(t), i

J

v(t) The residuals, innovations, or modeling error, I

S An approximation to signal power generated by the human.

N An approximation to noise power generated by the human.
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Symbols

e(t), E(s) The closed loop error signal and its Laplace transform.

The discrete state transition matrix.

lo Ore standard deviation of a parameter estimate.

K The Kalman Gain matrix.
o

A,B,H The system gain matrices.

d

xl(t)..,x2(t)__ State varlables which describe ST(t) and _t ST(t).

P,R,Q U_l_r,ow_Lcova_lance matrices.

/_k Sample covarlance function <from the data).

_k Sample, normalized autocorrelation function.

BW An approximation to bandwidth of the human operator.

THE SIMULATOR DESIGN PROBLEM

In the comparison of two simulators or in the comparison of a simulator
with a real world situation, an assumption is made as follows:

Assumption (1) :
Simulator A - Simulator B if the human operator in Simulator A has the same

"model characteristics" as the human operator in Simulator B.
The key term, "model characteristics" will be more explicitly defined via

the modeling procedure. An alternative problem that can be solved via this
procedure is the validation of a simulator in comparison to a real world
situation. In this case the definition of simulator credibility is best
described by assumption (2)

Ass_mpti °n (2):
Simulator A = the real world if the human operator in Simulator A has the

same "model Characteristics" as the human operator in the real world situation.



In practice, the usefulness of assumption (2) has application if it is
possible to take data in the real world situation as well as in the simulator.
If the simulator can be adjusted so that the human operator parameters in the
real world situation are close to the human operator parameters in the simula-

tor, then the simulator has replicated the real world situation. This agrees

intuitively with the definition of a replication of an experiment. A repll-
cation of an experiment is simply two empirical runs of data in which some
variable shows consistency in both of the two emplrlcal runs• In this case
the variables that are to show consistency are the human operator model

parameters. If these parameters show consistency between the real world
situation and the simulator, then the simulator has replicated the real
world situation If the human operator appears the same in both the simulator
and in the real world situation, and he rates the two to be the same subject-

ively, then the simulator has reproduced the desired environment from the J
point of view of the human.

The data base used to study the measures of simulator credibility
involves a washout experiment as discussed in [4]. This experiment provides
a unique opportunity to study how well the simulator replica_es the real
world situation.

THE G-VECTOR TILT WASHOUTEXPERIMENT

The G-Vector tilt washout experiment conducted at the Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory provides a data base to Investiaate the simulator
credibility question. The data base used here involved a large centrifuge
which has the capability cf positioning the roll axis normal to the earth's
gravity (called 0°) or p_rallLl with _he earth's gravity vector in which the
subject is on his back or supine {called 900). Six experimental conditions
were considered in this study.

0° Conditions (Upright Position) 90 ° Condition _SubJect on hls back)

0° Motion 90° Motion

0° Washout - Attenuation only
0° Washout Ist. order washout
0° Washout -Ist. order + attenuation

0° Washout - 2nd. order

As the subject makes a command stick response, the simulator rolls to
simulate an aircraft in a banking maneuver. It is obvious that in the 0 °

(upright) motion case the human has both tilt cue information as well as
angular acceleration cue information. In the 90 ° (subject on his back) !
motion case, the human does not have the tilt cue information. The four
washout conditions were conducted at 0° (upright position) and a washout
circuit was installed between the stick response and the plant's roll
characteristics (Fig. (la-b)). The effect of the washout circuit is to
distort the motion cues to the human.

The manner in which this data base is equivalent to the simulator cred-
ibility problem is that the "real world" is defined as the 90 ° motion case.
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The question is then asked, _hich washout scheme at 0° is closest to the real
world 90° motion case? The 0 washout conditions contain reduced tilt cue
information and also contain some distorted motion cuss from the washout
circuits. The modeling procedure which enables the determination of an equiva-
lence definition between two shnulators is presented next.

THE MODELING APPROACH

Flsure (2) illustrates how the modeling approach was conducted here. After
the data was collected from the various experimental conditions a post
experimental analysis was conducted with a model developed in such a manner
that the human operator can be modeled as an Information processor and controller.
With reference to figure (2), the input to the model is the time series e(t)
(the displayed error slsnal). The purpose of this modeling approach Is to
choose model parameters such that the model's outputS(t) Is an accurate
representation of the measured stick response of the human. The measure of
modeling accuracy is expressed in the residuals or output modeling error v(t)
which satisfies:

- sT(t)- (1)

If the model i8 appropriately fitted to the data, then v(t) should be a
random white process which satisfies:

man [ ] - - 0 (2)

var [v(t)] = E[v(t)vT(,)] - R 6(t-T) (3)

It will be necessary in the subsequent analysis to test _(t) for whiteness
and determine R of equation (3). If v(t) ls a random white process, then
the expected value of the model t8 equal to the expected value of the
human's output. This is one method to validate such a model. A simple model
structure is discussed next to describe the human's characteristics of interest.

A SIMPLE MODEL TO DESCRIBE HUMANOPERATOR CHARACTERISTICS

It is desired to develop a model to characterize the human operator
parameters of interest for this study. From previous studies [5,6], other sim-
ple representations of the human which have application im specific situations
have been developed. In this paper a modeling approach will be used
that will 8ive rise to simple methods to characterize human operator parameters
across several experimental conditions (or simulator designs). These
modeling characteristics turn out to be analosoua to an information theory
representation of the human. Using the definition of channel capacity:

channel capacity - Bandwidth * lo810 ( _ ) (4)N
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. ,S+N,
The Bandwidth term is analogous to speed and the term LOglo_'-"_) is analosous

to accuracy. If the human operator has characteristics similar to an informa-
tion channel, one would expect a product of the form of equation (4) to be
invariant over several experimental conditions. It is then necessary to
determine only two characteristics of the human operator in this representa-
tion of responses. To determine bandwidth, use is made of the human describing
function plots. In the determination of the accuracy measure, a Kalman filter
must be used.

From figure (3), it Is desired Co have a method by which an approximate
measure of human operator slgnal/nolse ratio can be determined. In this
modeling procedure, the Ealman filter is initially specified to have input-
output characteristics similar to chose obtained from the describing function
with the addition of some plmse lag to account for the time delay of the
human. The unknown Kalman gain coefficients (which represent the uncertainty
terms or covariance matrices) are updated [7] in such a manner that the
re_iduals v(c) are white. The signal to noise ratio can then be approximated
by:

N
2

S+N _ i-I [ST(ti)]
N (5)

2
i-1

It is noted ti_ the variance of the residuals v(t) are a measure of human

uncertainty with respect to the error signal. This is true because the
Kalman filter output _(t) is that portion of the stick response correlated
with the error signal. The residuals v(t) are that portion of the stick
output not correlated with the error signal. This definition of human uncer-
tainty differs from the classical definition of remnant [8,9] which is defined

as that portion of human response not correlated with the input forcing
function. This definition of human uncertainty is concerned with that part of
the human response which is totally non-productive in reducing the error
signal. This is easily seen to be true by noting that v(t) when passed
through the plant and around the loop still is uncorrelated with the error
signal. Hence it cannot constructively be used to reduce the error signal
because of its orthogonality to it. This measure of human uncertainty is a
true measure of human outpuC not useful in the track:ha task. Next, a descrip-
tion of the measures of bandwidth and accuracy obtained from this modeling
procedure are presented,

CALCULATIONOF P_NDWIDTH

In the computation of a measure of the bandwidth of the human operator,
several difftcultties exist in attempting to treat the human as an information
channel [10]. This is due to difficulities in dete_lning the true describing
function from measured data variables and the effects of correlation between

the human's remnant response and portions of the measured error signal, In
this paper several approximations will be made. Figure (4) illustrates _:ie
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describing function of the human for the 0 ° motion case. Across the six
experimental conditions considered here, the shape of the human operator
describing function remained essentlally the same; the major change between
experimental conditions was only due to the d.c. gain values where the
describing function was at a maximum. The ensuing analysis was conducted on
the spectrum generated by the target frequencies. The reason it is necessary
to work with the target frequencies is that if the target forcing function
were zero, the describing function of the human operator obtained from only
the human operator response (or for small values of disturbance input) is
Just equal to -I/plant. This result is well known [10,11].

From the target spectrums all experimental conditions are rated in order
of their max_num gain value (table I). From table _ it is seen that 0° static
has the lowest gain value. The largest frequency the human will pass for this
value of gain is now determined for each experimental condition. _'

This definition of the human operator bandwidth is the highest
frequency at which the human wlll respond with gain of 0.5 db. In other words
across all experimental conditions, the range of frequencies (from 0.0 radlans
and upward) is obtained that the human will pass with gain greater than O.Sdb.
In this manner a normalization is conducted on one experimental condition ver-
sus the remaining experimental conditions. This is a logical definition of
human bandwidth and is one of many possible methods to approximate the bandwidth

0£ a control system [12]. Heasures of human uncerta:_nty in tracking are det-
erln;i.ned next.

Table I - Bandwldth Computation - Subject - Eric

Experi_mental Maximum Cain - Bandwidth _ lt[_est Frequency- ........ 1_
I Condition in db where gain > 0.5 db

0" Notion 6.Sdb 10.8 Red/See 2.0

tlashout
4.8db 9.8 Red/Set O. 3

Attenuation only

90* Notion 4.5db 9.5 Rad/Sec O. 7

...................... ,,=,_= -- , _t .... =._| .....

Washout 1st Order
3.5db 9.2 Red/Set 1.1+ Attenuation

i- _ ., _. ,, . ......... - - .. J---.i- = ...........

I_ashout
1st Order 2.gdb 8.3 Rad/Sec 0.8

Idashout
2rid Order 3.3db B.2 Rad/Sec 1.1

0" S_attc O.Sdb 7.3 }L_d/Sec 1.0
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7

MEASUREMENTOF ACCURACYOR SUBJECT UNCERTAINTY i

With reference to figure (5) it is desired to update the model parameters in
such a way that the innovations sequence v(t) is a white, random process.
The method of updating the parameters is based on an algorithm [7] which is
actually a maximum liklihood procedure. In this manner a unique value of the

optimal gain can be determined whichmaximiz_s the probability density function
of the structure of the assumed model based on all the available data points.

The optimal gain is the principal part of the discrete Kalman filter model
which is described by:

_'i+l/i = 0 "_i/i+ eATd_Bcol[e(t),_(t) 1 (6)

_i/i ffi_i/i-i + Ko [ zi- H _i/i-i ] (7)

where _i/i is the minimum variance estimate of the human's stick response. The

matrix _ is the discrete transiclonmatrlx associated with the human's transfer
function determined as fol_ows:

Let ST_ d (s+a)
E[s] = (s+b) (s+c) (8)

i.e. a fit of one zero and _o poles is conducted on the human's transfer func-
tion to the describing function data (Bode plot). The coefficients a,b,c, and d
are adjusted to try to match the phase data as well as the magnitude data. Im-
plicitly the human's time delay has been included in the representation (8)
through the adjustment of the parameters b and c. Future work will be done

to study more exact fits. The matrix _ is then determined via _ = e AZXt
whereat=.04 seconds (the sampling rate) and the matrix A is determined via:

[ 11AFxllffi + B (e)

L
where

x (t) = ST(t)
£

d
x2(t) = -_ST(t)

and equation (9) is the time domain representation of equation (8). The
matrix H in equation (7) is specified by H = [1,0]. The Kalman gain K
satisfies: o

K = P HT (HPHT + R)-Io

p = _ [P-pHT(HpH T + R)-I Hp], T + Q
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where the covarianc.ematrices Q and R describe the human's uncertainty in

the tracking task. The manner of obtaining the Q and R matrices is based on

the algorithm in [7], Initial matrix values denoted as Qo and Po are chosen. In

order to establish the updating rule, it is necessary to define the sample cov-
ariance function.

N
I T

% --
is a sample covariance function. The matrices R and Q are now updated [7] via:

= _ - H(F.H T)
O K

where PkHT Ko _o +

where A ffi (_7)-i_

and 7= E_ ¢ )_¢(I-KoH

and finally Q is determined via:

Qk = p_ 0K_0T_ 0(I__)p(I__)ToT J

This algorithm has been sho_ to converge [7] and is equivalent to maxlmizlng
the log-llkellhood function of the model structure conditioned on the data.

The final validation of this modeling effort is the need to test the

residuals for _iteness. To accomplish this goal the normalized auto correla-

tion function_ is computed as follows:

0

The test of whiteness of the reslduals is a 95% whiteness test on_ k. The

95% confidence limits for¢ k are 1.96/_'N-where N is the nu_er of samples.

The band _ 1.96/X_'Nis constructed about zero. If less than 5% of the sample

points lle outside the band, the sequence is white. If more than 5% of the
sample points lie outside the band, then a significant correlation exists in

the residuals and the sequence is not bite. Figure (6) illustrates the
sample auto-correlation function obtained here from the data after the

residuals have been_itened via this algorithm.

RESULTS FROM THIS ANALYSIS

Figure (7) represents the type of diagram obtainable from this type of
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analysis procedure. The vertical axis is a plot of the measure of bandwidth
as shown in Table I. The horizontal axis indicates numerlcal values of

the accuracy measure or S/N ratio obtained here. Also plotted is the curve

of constant capacity based on this analysis procedure. The numerical values

• resulting from this investigation of the data are given in Table II:

Table II - Speed - Accuracy Results

i Exp Mean IO N=Mean lu Mean Capacity

• Condition BW of BW lOgl0S/N loglOS/N BW_IOglo(I+S/N)

O° motion 10.8 2.0 3.265 .191 34.346

' Washout

Attenuation only 9.8 0.3 3.278 .088 31.719

90 ° motion 9.5 0.7 3.358 .089 31.5025

Washout ist order

+ Attenuation 9.2 i.I 3.378 .064 30.79

Washout
ist Order 8.3 0.8 3.373 •043 27.813

Washout
2ridOrder 8.2 i.i 3.412 .082 27.634

Also plotted in figure (7) is the invariant rule:

. BW * lOgl0(l+S/N) - Constant = 30.6 (ii)

The constant 30.6 is the mean of the values of capacities obtained in the

right most column in Table II. From figure (7) it is noted that most of the

experimental conditions fall near this llne.
Figure (7), by itself, is the diagram which can be used to assess, the

fidelity of a simulator in comparison to the real world data. If 90° motion

is considered the real world situation, the washout scheme closest (distance
wise) to this situation is ist order + attenuation• The other washout

schemes are sucessively further away in this diagram and therefore, further

from reality• The reason why it is said that the two experimental conditions best

replicate each other is that the human exhibits almost the same bandwidth

(or speed characterlst_cs in tracking) and almost the same uncertainty
characteristics (as measured by the S/N ratio).

Another interpretation of figure (7) is to consider the inverse problem

associated with modeling; i.e. given the model parameters, can an

analog simulation be built which will recreate the original empirical data.

If the human in the loop were replaced by a quantitative description'(e.g.
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bandwidth and S/N ratio), the analog simulations of the 90 ° motion case and
washout 1st order + attenuation would most closely replicate one another. This

is true because the only difference between the two simulations would be the
parameters which describe the human operator. If these parameters are close
to one another in some sense, then these simulations would best match. This

is the motivation for using figure (7) to study simulator fidelity.
One additional comment needs to be made about why the washout scheme of

, is,. order + attenuation best matched the 90° motion case. The 0° washout

condition provided tilt cue information but the ist. order + attenuation

washout filter phase lag had the effect of distorting these tilt cues

sufficiently to replicate the 90° motion case. For the case of attenuation

only, the tilt cue had an effect closer to 0° motion (as expected). Also, as

the washout scheme added more phase lag (2nd order case), the deviation from
reality became more pronounced and the human operator dropped his bandwidth "_

accordingly.

Future Research

The primary approximation used here was in the evaluation of human operator

bandwidth. This approximation also effected the S/N ratio because the A matrix
in the Kalman filter depends on this approximation. Future research will

consider more accurate methods of evaluating bandwidth and including human i

time delay. In addition, a comparison will be made in the information rate f
obtained here to results from discrete tasks ( approxi, mtely 3.0 bits/sec [13])

and to other information measures obtained from vision [14], reading [15],

and control systems in general [16]. Another approximation utilized here was
that the S/N ratio of the human was assumed to be constant over the entire

frequency spectrum. In [3] the analysis procedure was able to study the

capacity measure across the entire frequency spectrum. The procedure consid-

ered here can be extended in this respect. Also, since the analysls conducted
here only involved one subject, future work will consider this analysls across

different subjects, and use will be made of these measures of human invariance

and subjective uncertainty in various task situations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A study of design rules for the evaluation of a simulator's fidelity to
the real world situation was conducted. The measures of model parameters

obtained here give r_se to informatlon-theoretic models of the human operator.

It appears that an invarlant rule may exist on the humanls ability to do

information processing over a variety of different experimental conditions.
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